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A field in the Pelican Nebula, IC 5070, imaged with the MIRA 36-inch telescope at the

wavelength of  the red hydrogen alpha line. The narrow structure at lower left is called

an “elephant trunk,” and contains HH 555, a Herbig-Haro object associated with star

formation. Could that be a bright interstellar shock wave at the tip of  the trunk?
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&AQ This feature is inspired by the questions we

have received over the years from interested

readers. If you have a question about an

astronomical topic, please send it to us.

   Sunday. May 31, 2:30-4:00pm. Free tour of  the

Oliver Observing Station.

The Sun, the Moon and more...

I have a friend in Rocklin, about a 3-1/2 hour drive.

She and I like to sit out in our chairs in the darkening sky

and look for shooting stars. I’ve found they are usually in the

range of  50-75 miles up. Considering the distance to the

horizon, would it be possible for us to observe the same

shooting star? I know I’d have to looking northward and

she southward. I’m in the country south of  Salinas.  We

think we saw the same satellite pass over the other night.

Mark Edwin Norris

Great question!  First we’ll dismiss the obvious cases

where you’d be seeing it just above the horizon to the south

or she can just see it to the north.  You’re right about the

altitude of  most meteors; so we’ll use 60 miles.  According

to my map, you and your friend are separated by about 115

miles.  It turns out that you and your friend can see many of

the same meteors.  Roughly, she should be able to see

meteors near her southern horizon that you see about 30

degrees above your southern horizon.  Likewise, of  course,

you should see meteors substantially to her north.  This

doesn’t account for atmospheric issues like clouds and light

pollution.

For meteors that are not too close to the horizon, the

distance you can see a meteor is d= h/cos(z), where h is the

altitude of the meteor and z is the angle from the zenith.  A

more complicated formula is required for meteors close to

the horizon.  Frankly, I was a bit surprised that you and your

friend could see so much of the same atmosphere.  The

Earth’s atmosphere is very thin compared to the size of  the

Earth (about 1% - 2% to the outer fringes) but then, 115

miles is not all that far.

A useful but often overlooked section of the MIRA

web pages is THE SUN AND MOON section of  the NIGHT SKY.

This section contains ten tables of astronomical phenomena

custom calculated for the Central Coast.  These are useful

tables for the casual and the advanced observer alike.  The

tables, suitable for printing as well as viewing, include

$ daily morning and evening twilight and sunrise and sunset

times;

$ daily moonrise and moonset times as well as the phases

of the Moon;

$ the exact position of the Moon among the stars and its

distance to the meter;

$ sidereal (star) and Julian dates and day of the year;

$ the rise & set times of the bright stars; and

$ weekly & daily positions of the planets and their

brightness.

Enjoy!

The Meeker Telescope

Dave McCray of the MIRA Astronomy Club adjusts

the 17.5” Dobsonian built by Dave and other amateurs in

the Friends of MIRA using optics donated by Florence

Meeker. The scene is at Bob Webb’s Tularcitos Observatory

and the occasion is a star party of  the Astronomy Club. To

join in the fun, call Tami at 883-1000.

   Sunday. June 28, 2:30-4:00pm. Free tour of  the

Oliver Observing Station.

Tours are free and open to the public. Reservations are required,

however; call 883-1000.
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Scientific Modeling II: Astronomers

Believe in  Flat Stars?
by Dr. Wm. Bruce Weaver

In the Q&A of the previous issue of the MIRA

Newsletter, we explained that at least as far back as the

ancient Greeks, we have known that the Earth is a sphere.

It is even more obvious, as we circle the Sun, that it is very

spherical as well.  But astronomers, of all people, usually

model stars as flat.  What’s up?

Almost all the information we get from stars comes in

the form of  light.  Inside the star, light is created during the

fusion of smaller, lighter elements into larger, heavier

elements.  The light then takes a million years or so, bounc-

ing around inside the star, to reach a point near the surface.

At this point, the light conveys very little information—just

the temperature of  the surface of  the star.  Then things get

really exciting.

To get to us, the light must now pass through the

atmosphere of  the star.  Although in the Sun, for example,

the atmosphere is only one-tenth of one percent the size of

the star, almost all we know about stars comes from the

passage of  the light through this very thin layer of  gas.

As the light passes through stellar atmosphere, the

elements impose their unique signatures on the colors of the

light.  By knowing something about these elements from

laboratory studies, we can gauge the relative abundances of

the elements, and the temperatures at different heights in the

atmosphere.  Winds, turbulence, and magnetic fields in the

atmosphere also impose their own signatures on the emerg-

ing light.  These data lead to even more interesting conclu-

sions.  For example, since, as the Universe ages, more heavy

elements are formed from the lighter elements, the relative

abundances of the elements in the atmosphere of a star are

an indication of when, in the life of the Universe, the star

was formed.  All this and much more from just that little

glow from that pinprick of light in the night sky (assuming

you’re not standing under a streetlight!).

I tried to show in the last Newsletter that Nature is a lot

more complicated than we are capable of understanding in

detail.  Even phenomena which we experience everyday

have mysterious underpinnings1  so it is no surprise that

Figure 1. I managed to work the picture of  this happy, spherical

Holstein, which I love, into this installment as well.  It’s ok, I refer to

it in the text.

Figure 2. The difference of looking though the atmosphere

of  a flat star (a) versus a spherical star (b).  The errors in

assuming the flat star model increase as the light travels nearly

horizontally.  Oddly, because of  the characteristics of  the

atmospheres, the effect is largest in larger stars, like giants and

supergiants, and least in tiny stars, like white dwarfs.  This is

because the atmospheres of white dwarfs are less than a

hundred yards thick.

1.Here is an easy one: why does a ball keep rolling for a while

after we push it across the floor? Somehow it knows that it has to

keep going with respect to the distribution of mass in the Uni-

verse—probably the most distant parts of the Universe! It has

nothing to do with the Earth; pushing the ball in space will send it

on its way as well.
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atomic physics, which is hardly the frontier of modern

physics, is so poorly understood than many of the effects

on light as it passes through the atmosphere of a star are

not explained well enough to properly predict the character-

istics of the emerging light.

So, like the physicists’ joke of  the spherical cow, as-

tronomers started with a stellar atmosphere that was not

spherical but flat in order to make the problem more

tractable.  We also made assumptions that many atomic

processes canceled each other out so we wouldn’t have to

include them in our models2. For several other effects, crude

approximations have been used.  As you can see in Figure 2,

the idea of a flat star seems pretty good when looking up

but not so good when looking near the horizon.

The good news is that simple models of flat stars with

corresponding flat atmospheres with simplified physics

work pretty well at predicting the spectra of many types of

stars.  Some “fudge” factors had to be included.  A fudge

factor is an arbitrary number or equation the scientist puts

into the model with little or no physical justification to make

Figure 3. A section of a model of the surface of a flat star showing

convection cells caused by hot gases welling up while cooler gases descend.

In this tiny section, a flat star is a very suitable representation.

Figure 4. Flat star rising.  Astrophysical models of  stars are all

done by computers these days with complicated equations and thousands

or millions of pieces of atomic data.  This model was simpler but

doesn't tell us as much.  We hope the MIRA spherical stellar atmo-

sphere model will be emerging soon.

2. For the more technically minded: a major assumption is that the

ionization, excitation, and thermal temperatures are all the same; a

lightweight version of  thermodynamic equilibrium. We’re used to

different types of temperatures in our everyday lives; walk out of

the shade—60 degrees air temperature—into the sunlight, which is

a diluted 5500 degree radiation temperature. In a star, the radiation

temperature stays constant throughout the atmosphere while the

other three types of temperature first drop with altitude, and then

increase, as in the Earth’s atmosphere.

the answer come out right.  The most important ones are

those that pretend to account for turbulence in the atmo-

sphere.  Just because the assumption of being flat seems

silly, it can be used in modeling very complicated phenom-

ena, such as surface features as shown in Figure 3.

Not surprisingly, the types of  stars where these assump-

tions don’t work well are those much different than the Sun:

very hot stars, very large stars (supergiants), and very cool

stars; each for their own reasons.  Even so, these types of

models are used for those cases where it is well known that

the assumptions break down and they will give results that

poorly match reality.  The reason is simple: nobody has

figured out how to do more accurate models for those

cases yet.

The flat star model with equilibrium physics has per-

sisted for many decades and is still used today for many

studies.  Why?  Because it still seems to work for many

problems and it is easy to work with, just like our spherical

cow.

Next time: introducing the next steps to move closer to

real stars.
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When, in July, 1991, I returned to Los Angeles from

Baja California, where I had gone to see the total eclipse of

the Sun, someone asked me if the experience had made me

“feel small.” I replied with a bad joke to the effect that

since I had never felt large, the humbling effect of seeing a

total eclipse may have been lost on me.  But the truth is that

awe, wonder, and so forth have never been very important

to my experience as an astronomer, whether before I came

to MIRA or after.

I might be willing to make an exception for a certain

class of  objects: clusters of  galaxies. At least, the first time I

was able to see multiple galaxies in a single field, I remem-

ber feeling something of a mental jolt. It is difficult for me,

especially at this long remove, to say what exactly I found

so impressive about this sight. I think it may have been

something like the following:

When one considers how large our Galaxy is, and how,

in the nineteenth century,  many astronomers thought the

Galaxy was in fact the entire Universe, the idea that two or

more galaxies were so close as to fit a single telescope field

obliges one to confront the scale of  the Universe. No, the

Galaxy is not everything there is; the sky is littered with

galaxies!

Spring is certainly the season for observing galaxies,

and there are some excellent opportunities to observe

multiple galaxies in a single low-power eyepiece field. Rod

Norden discussed the Leo Triplet (M65, M66, NGC 3628)

The Spring Sky

by Arthur Babcock

So ends our six month saga with the Internal Revenue

Service.  In the summer of  2014, we received a notice

from the IRS that their computer had decided that we had

not filed our tax returns for three years.  Accordingly, the

computer revoked our tax-exempt status. This was a big

shock to us as MIRA has been a tax-exempt organization

devoted to research and education in astronomy since 1972

and we had our certified mail receipts showing the delivery

of  the tax forms to the IRS for the years in question.

Tami, our valiant administrator, rushed to the local IRS

office to provide them with copies of the returns and

proof  of  delivery.  Thus started a six month effort to get

copies of these documents into the appropriate hands of

an organization with over 90,000 employees in over 400

offices. By January of  this year we had located the correct

division of the correct section of the correct office.  The

effects of two- to three-hour waits on the telephone were

somewhat mollified by the friendly and polite efforts of

the agents when we finally reached the correct group.

Once we reached the correct folks, the error was

quickly remedied in the form of  a letter stating that, since

1972 to the present (then February of  this year) MIRA was

a publically-supported tax-exempt organization.  This

means that, from the current point-of-view of  the IRS, we

were never revoked and any contributions made to MIRA

during that period are fully tax deductible.  Then they billed

us for being three years late!  We once again sent in proof

that we had filed on time and they quickly removed the

billing.

Of course, during this period, including the end-of-

year, we were constrained in some of our fund-raising; a

difficult result for MIRA, which has a very modest budget.

Now we’re busy correcting some of  the down-stream

effects...like being re-instated as a possible choice on

Amazon Smile (have you signed up yet?).

Thank you to all our Friends who supported us during this

adventure with the IRS.

IRS to MIRA: “We apologize for

the error...”

by Dr. Wm. Bruce Weaver

A portion of  the Virgo Galaxy Cluster
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in the Spring 2011 Newsletter (available online). The three

galaxies will easily fit in a one-degree field.

In May, 1996, I observed from the Mid Hills camp-

ground in the Mojave National Preserve. Using my 14.5”

Dobsonian at 71x with a field of almost one degree, I was

able to observe nine galaxies of  the Virgo galaxy cluster in

a single field. The image on page 6  seems to me to show

about nine galaxies. The brightest galaxy is M86.

Another cluster of  galaxies, Stephan’s Quintet, is

technically observ-

able toward the end

of the quarter, so I

will include it here

even though it can

be more easily

observed  in

summer and fall.

Walter Scott Hous-

ton, who used to

write the Deep-Sky

Wonders column in

Sky & Telescope said

that Stephan’s

Quintet is “difficult

for amateurs,” but

my observing notes

say that I have

observed it often.

Planets

Spring will be

another good

quarter for viewing

the more dramatic

planets, with Jupiter

well placed at the

start of the  period,

and Saturn becom-

ing the main attraction in the second half. Jupiter and Venus

will put on a spectacular show on the evening of 30 June,

passing within 0.3 degree of each other (this date is outside

of the range of this report, but it seems justifiable to

mention this event here).

Mercury is hidden during April, but puts on its best

evening show during the first three weeks of  May, reaching

greatest eastern elongation on 7 May.

Venus is well placed for observation in the western sky

throughout the quarter.

Stephan’s Quintet imaged with the MIRA 36-inch telescope

Mars vanishes in the glare of the Sun by mid-April, not

to reappear until late August.

Jupiter is observable throughout the period.

Saturn rises in late evening in April, and is observable

for most of the night in May and June.

Uranus is not viewable until mid-May, when it be-

comes a morning object.

Neptune is a morning object at the start of the

quarter. By the end

of the season, it will

rise shortly after

midnight.

Meteor Showers

The best shower

of the period, the

eta Aquariids, is

predicted to peak on

the morning of 6

May. Unfortunately,

the Moon is just two

days past full, and

will make observa-

tions difficult if not

impossible. A

possible substitute is

the April Lyrids

shower on the

evening of 22 April.

It is not as good a

shower as the first,

but there will be less

Moon.

Comets

Comet Lovejoy

surpassed even the

most optimistic predictions that I reported in the Winter

Newsletter, reaching magnitude 4. Many amateurs were able

to spot it with the naked eye. There are excellent images of

Comet Lovejoy in the May issue of  Sky & Telescope. Seiichi

Yoshida predicts the comet to be at magnitude 7 inApril,

which would make it a good target, but Sky & Telescope

gives magnitude 9 or 10.

Eclipses

There was a short lunar eclipse on 4 April (this issue of

the Newsletter is going to press somewhat late, sorry). There

will be no other eclipses in the quarter.
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